Nickel-cysteine nanoparticles: Synthesis, characterization and application for direct electron transfer studies.
Nickel-cysteine nanostructures (Ni-CysNSs) are prepared by a simple wet chemistry procedure under mild conditions, in which l-cysteine acts both as precursor and structure directing agent. This method involves the reaction of nickel chloride with l-cysteine, followed by simultaneous adjusting the pH in the range of 6-8.5 by addition of an aqueous NaOH solution. The structure and morphology of the prepared products are characterized using various techniques, including X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, CHNS elemental analysis, Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The effects of a variety of synthetic conditions on the structure and morphology of the Ni-CysNSs are studied, including the molar ratio of precursors, dispersing solvent, pH value of the reaction solution, reaction time and reaction temperature. FT-IR measurements reveal that synthesized Ni-CysNSs contain many free carboxylic groups on the surface, which could be used as binding sites to anchor biological molecules in order to develop various bioelectronic devices. In this work, the applicability of synthesized nanostructure in biosensing is studied by using Ni-CysNSs as a platform for covalently immobilization of GOx, as a model enzyme, on the surface. Cyclic voltammetric measurements reveal that the direct electron transfer from the active center of GOx to the glassy carbon electrode facilitated upon its immobilization on the Ni-CysNSs film. More importantly, GOx preserves its native structure and catalytic activity for the oxidation of glucose after immobilization on the Ni-CysNSs surface. The electrocatalytic characteristics of the GC/NiCysNS/GOx electrode toward the oxidation of glucose are investigated by cyclic voltammetry, which displayed acceptable electrical and sensing performance. Simple preparation of Ni-CysNPs and their biocompatibility make them attractive platforms for integration of various biomolecules such as proteine/enzymes with surface.